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Fool...
Do you think you can unravel the mystery of the curse
so easily?
No...
The complexity of the curse is infinitely deeper
than the thoughts of your pathetic earthly mind...
Return to the labyrinth and suffer the fate of the Dark
Souls
who will pay for my suffering until the score is evened.
Your cycle is complete... The end is near...

The end is near
I failed again, to break this endless cycle.
The shadows, in my soul have conquered me.

The time has come
To realize, the quest that I was on
Was doomed, no smile could shed a light.

Overwhelming, realizing the strength
when two could be as one.
Chasing the sunlight, for a moment in time,
It seemed like the battle was won.

Riding the waves of emotions and pain,
Fed from a whirlpool of tears.
Wading through soreness, the glow fades away,
The unbearable weight of all those years.

Searching for answers, freedom awaits,
The price seemed not too high.
Turning away, my senses self-contained:
Truth became a bitter lie.

Riding the waves of emotions and pain,
Fed from a whirlpool of tears.
Wading through soreness, the glow fades away,
The unbearable weight of all those years.

Failing, to escape my fate, on threshold of the final
gate.
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Surrender the one that I could trust, in an act full of
disgust.
Falling, I will find my way, when 'being' ends here
today.
Break down the prison that we share,
we will meet again sometime, somewhere...

The curse will play
Its game again, another phase will come.
The sign of doom, etched upon my skin.

Relief me now,
The dream is over, let it end right here.
The darkness, a frozen world awaits.
Awaits...
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